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“April showers
bring forth
May flowers”

THANKS TO
EVERYONE WHO
SUPPORTED THE
LITTER PICK. A
JOB WELL DONE!
Once again Conservation Group
members have taken up the challenge
of the six monthly litter pick. The
accumulative effect of these Saturday
morning picks are becoming clear to
see, although the current ‘high tide’ on
the Great Ouse promises another crop!

Cambridge in World War 2
In 1964 Mike Petty discovered tucked away in
a back room of Cambridge Library a collection
of books, newspapers, maps, illustrations and
ephemera on Cambridgeshire. It had been
carefully collected for 110 years – but nobody
had had the chance to sort it.
Over the next 30 years Mike transformed it
into the Cambridgeshire Collection,
taking it into a separate suite in the new
Central Library in Lion Yard. He became
the most widely acknowledged authority on
Cambridge and the Fenland building
up unique knowledge of resources which he
continues to share through lectures to groups
and societies. He certainly did not disappoint
when he spoke to the HCG in March.

Land girls learnt to pick potatoes while
university mathematicians quietly relocated to
Bletchley Park or RADAR research locations.
The Leys School moved to Scotland and as
University numbers fell, the town became a
Using material from the Cambridgeshire
large ‘hotel’ for students displaced from London
Collection and personal diaries of the time, he and army officer cadets. Iron railings and WW1
took us on a spellbinding trip from the precannons went for armaments and King’s Chapel
war arrival of child evacuees, including 1100
windows went into safe storage.
to Huntingdon, how The Duke of York unveiled
Then came Dunkirk and LDV ‘lads army’,
a painted plaster replica of Cambridge’s WW1 underground shelters and rationing . The mayor
memorial because the actual one was delayed was knocked out inspecting the black out
en route from USA and Moseley’s black shirts
provisions! But there was real human cost when
on parade with Lord Haw Haw. Meanwhile
bombs fell randomly on residential streets.
Cambridge was a hive of activity in preparing
And there was the strange tale of a German
new sciences for the coming war and as such
bomber that made a perfect landing on Milton
a prime target for bombs.
Road allotments after its pilot baled out over
Neville Chamberlain attended a service at
Kent due to it rudder jamming to a circular
Great St Mary’s church while Winston
pattern during proximity barrage. The pilot was
Churchill spoke to the Cambridge Union
rescued by Land Army Girls and kept his mouth
(Oxford students had already declared against shut until later LDV members recognised his
another war).
uniform and took him into custody!
Children were issued with gas masks. Jewish
‘kinder transport’ children arrived, doubling
For more simply Google ‘Cambridge Scrap
the school numbers in villages such as
Book’ to access more of Mike’s archives.
Streatham who still hold an annual reunion.

Nick Roberts
It is with much sadness that we mark the
death of Nick Roberts, a Hartford resident for
30 years, one of our founding members in
1991 and an early committee member.
He had recently left his house in the Hollow to
be near his family in Sheffield where he died.

Keep up to date with your local
Conservation Group: minutes of our
Committee Meetings are now displayed in
our notice board at the bottom of Sapley
Road and online at
www.hartfordconservation.org.uk.
This newsletter is produced by Mike Humphrey
of the Hartford Conservation Group who can be
contacted on 01480 436 444
or email info@hartfordconservation.org.uk .

